
INTRODUCTION

The flexibility of the human visuomotor system
is never more apparent than during adaptation to
optical prisms. While the ability of humans to
adapt to optical prisms has been well documented
(e.g., Harris, 1963) the mechanisms that underlie
this aspect of adaptive human motor control remain
poorly understood. When subjects are first exposed
to displacing prisms they typically misreach in the
direction of the visual displacement when pointing
towards a visual target. It takes only a few trials,
however, before normal pointing accuracy is
restored (see Harris, 1965; Welch, 1986). This
phenomenon is known as the prism adaptation
effect. Subsequent removal of the prisms causes
subjects to misreach once more, only this time in
the direction opposite to that of the original visual
displacement (known as the prism aftereffect).
Adaptation to optical prisms demonstrates the
plasticity of the human brain as the body schema is
rapidly and flexibly realigned with visuospatial
input in order to maintain accurate goal-directed
behaviour.

Two dissociable processes are thought to be
involved in prism adaptation: a motor component
involving the correction of errors in motor output
(strategic control) and a sensorimotor component
involving a recalibration of sensory representations
(i.e., re-alignment of the visual and proprioceptive
maps so as to produce spatially accurate behaviour;
Redding and Wallace, 1996; Weiner et al., 1983).
Strategic control entails consciously changing the

naturally produced motor plan, usually by way of
some on-line correction. Sensorimotor recalibration
takes longer to develop than strategic control, but 
it is here that the prism aftereffect is observed. 
The prism aftereffect following sensorimotor
recalibration is relatively long lasting and persists
despite conscious knowledge of the removal of the
visual perturbation (Clower and Boussaoud, 2000).
Sensorimotor realignment involves global perceptual
recalibration: a topographical realignment of the
body schema. The cerebellum is the brain structure
that has long been thought to mediate the prism
adaptation process and damage to this area can
impair or obliterate prism adaptation performance
(Marr, 1969; Ito, 1993; Baizer et al., 1999). More
recently, the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has been
implicated in the processes associated with prism
adaptation in both imaging (Clower et al., 1996) and
neuropsychological studies (Rossetti et al., 1998). In
this paper we seek to examine the contribution of the
PPC by examining the effects of bilateral PPC
damage on the development of prism effects and
prism aftereffects.

The use of prisms has also been employed as a
means of rehabilitating patients with unilateral
visual neglect, a condition occurring most
frequently following damage to the inferior parietal
lobule (Vallar and Perani, 1986) or superior
temporal region (Karnath et al., 2001) and which
leaves the patient with a distorted representation of
space in which interaction with the left hand side
of the patient’s objective world is considerably
reduced. Topographical realignment following
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ABSTRACT

We studied a patient (J.J.) with bilateral damage to those regions of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) thought to be
involved in prism adaptation. We demonstrated, for the first time in a parietal patient, that J.J. was unable to adapt to the
visual perturbation induced by the optical prisms with either hand within four times the number of trials required by
healthy adult subjects. We offer a novel account for the role of the PPC in prism adaptation: that the reach direction to the
veridical target location specified in extrinsic limb-based coordinates must be de-coupled from the gaze direction to the
perceived target location specified by intrinsic oculocentric coordinates in order to produce spatially accurate movements.
This spatial discrepancy between gaze direction and reach direction may provide the necessary training signal required by
the cerebellum to update the current internal model used to maintain spatial congruency between visual and proprioceptive
maps of peripersonal space. The hypothesis is discussed in relation to recent disconnectionist accounts of optic ataxia.
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adaptation to, and subsequent removal of,
rightward displacing prisms (resulting in a leftward
bias aftereffect) produces a relatively long-term
amelioration of a whole host of symptoms
associated with this condition (e.g., Rossetti et al.,
1998; Rode et al., 2001; Tilikete et al., 2001; Farnè
et al., 2002; McIntosh et al., 2002).

A recent PET imaging study by Clower et al.
(1996) suggested that the only area activated during
prism adaptation is the PPC contralateral to the
adapting limb – specifically area PEG on the lateral
bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). During this
study, however, subjects did not fully adapt to a
visual perturbation, rather they were subject to a
constantly changing visual shift. Clower et al.
(1996) ruled out the possibility that the activation
could have been purely an activation of the brain
structures responsible for error detection (i.e., the
discrepancy between the location of the finger and
the location of the target) by the inclusion of a
control condition in which the target moved upon
movement onset by an amount equivalent to the
displacement of the prisms, but they did concede
that the activated area may have been that
responsible for detecting a sensory mismatch –
presumably between the seen and felt positions of
the hand – rather than structures involved in prism
adaptation as a whole. The involvement of the
parietal region in on-line error detection was
demonstrated by Desmurget et al. (1999). They
applied transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to
the parietal region at movement onset in a two-step
pointing paradigm. The TMS disrupted normal on-
line hand path corrections demonstrating that the
PPC is implicated in the computation of dynamic
errors, that is: the instantaneous differences between
hand and target locations.

Further evidence that the PPC might be
implicated in on-line hand-target error detection
was shown by Gréa et al. (2002). They reported a
patient (I.G.) presenting with bilateral damage to
Brodmann’s areas 7, 18, 19, the IPS and part of
area 39 following a stroke related to acute
vasospastic angiopathy who displayed an inability
to make rapid on-line corrections to grasping
movements directed towards a target that jumped
location upon movement onset. Instead, I.G.
frequently completed her grasp to the original
location of the target object before making a
secondary reach to the new location. It has been
suggested that the PPC is ideally placed, and
possesses all the necessary mechanisms and neural
connections, to house a ‘neural comparator’
mechanism for triggering the on-line modification
of motor commands: the PPC can compute the
location of the target in body-centred coordinates
(Andersen et al., 1997; Milner and Goodale, 1995),
can integrate efference copy and proprioceptive
input about the position of the hand from motor
and somatosensory areas respectively (Kalaska et
al., 1983, Seal et al., 1982), and is connected, both
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directly and indirectly, to the primary motor areas
(Johnson et al., 1996; Rossetti et al., 2000; Wise et
al., 1997). Furthermore, as stated previously, both
TMS and brain damage to the PPC can destroy the
on-line corrections that normally occur in response
to a jump in target location at movement onset
(Desmurget et al., 1999; Gréa et al., 2002).

Area PEG on the lateral bank of the IPS was
highlighted by Clower et al. (1996) as the specific
area involved in prism adaptation. The IPS is also
implicated in human optic ataxia – an impairment in
accurate visually-guided reaching. According to
Perenin and Vighetto (1988) optic ataxia in humans
always involves to the IPS with either the superior
part of the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) or more often
various parts of the superior parietal lobule (SPL)
also damaged. The misreaching commonly observed
in optic ataxia might be as a result of a deficit in
visually-guided motor planning and/or a deficit in
on-line motor control (Gréa et al., 2002). This on-line
control might be mediated by the PPC by way of a
neural comparator or error detector that detects the
error between the expected and the observed hand
position relative to the target. Error detection and
subsequent correction are critical aspects the
processes involved in prism adaptation and are
necessary for complete adaptation to optical prisms.
The present study was therefore aimed at determining
whether a bilateral PPC lesion in a patient presenting
with optic ataxia following damage to the IPS and
surrounding areas [overlapping those of patient I.G.
and coinciding with the areas highlighted by the
Clower et al. (1996) PET study] would show a deficit
in adaptation to a perturbed visual stimulus. If the
PPC mediates on-line adjustments by way of error
detection during goal-directed movements,
comparing the intended with the actual position of
the hand relative to the target, then we might expect
to see a perceptual recalibration deficit in our patient
as measured by the absence of a prism aftereffect.
Rightward displacing prisms only were used in this
experiment. It was considered that adapting the
patient, whose predominant orientation with the
world was to the right of the midline, to leftward
deviating prisms might not be beneficial to the
patient. Furthermore, the rightward-deviating prisms
arrangement has repeatedly been shown to allow
successful adaptation to prisms in patients with
unilateral (right-sided) brain damage (e.g., Rossetti
et al., 1998; Rode et al., 2001; Tilikete et al., 2001;
Farnè et al., 2002; McIntosh et al., 2002). Failure to
adapt in such patients has not previously been
reported.

METHODS

Subjects

Controls: six healthy adults (5 females, 1 male)
gave informed consent to participate in the study.



The subjects’ ages ranged from 22-50 years, with a
mean age of 31 years. None of the participants had
any known history of neurological disorder or head
injury and all had normal or corrected to normal
vision. Four of the subjects were right-handed and
two were left-handed. All were naive as to the
purpose of the study.

Patient J.J.: a right-handed male who suffered
recurrent cerebral haemorrhages over 6 years. At the
time of testing he was 65 years old and a recent MRI
scan (Figure 1) revealed asymmetrical bilateral
posterior atrophy predominantly of the parietal
lobes, with the damage to the left parietal cortex
extending further into the superior region than in the
right hemisphere. Damage to the left hemisphere
involved the SPL and IPS, angular gyrus and in
addition there was signal change consistent with
degeneration of the white matter in the occipital
lobe; damage to the right hemisphere involved the
IPS and also over the posterior aspect of the angular
gyrus, plus signal change within the white matter of
the occipital lobe. In both hemispheres there was
also evidence of damage to white matter tracts
underlying the parietal cortex. Previous testing with
finger presentation and Goldmann perimetry
revealed an absolute visual field deficit in the left
inferior quadrant. J.J. showed no clinical signs of
neglect and somatosensory detection was normal.
Patient J.J. gave his informed consent prior to his
participation in the study.

Simultanagnosia

J.J. was quite unable, when assessed clinically,
to name overlaid pairs of line drawings of familiar
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objects. When presented with a pair of objects, he
would always report seeing only one item from the
pair, however, on repeated testing he would vary
which of the two objects he reported. Similarly,
when presented with a complex line drawing
containing many objects (e.g., the Boston Cookie
Theft picture) J.J. would report objects from the
scene in a piecemeal fashion and would always fail
to comprehend the meaning of the whole scene.
We have formally tested the extent of J.J.’s
simultanagnosia using a wide range of
experimental and psychophysical paradigms. Some
example data are presented here and also in Figure
2. Using a psychophysical staircase procedure
(Leek, 2001) we assessed J.J.’s threshold to
correctly report a single coloured letter stimulus
centrally on a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor, and
a pair of coloured letters presented close together
but non-overlapping at fixation. J.J. required a
stimulus presentation of 150 msec to correctly
report a single coloured letter. In contrast, J.J.
required stimulus duration of 2600 msec to
correctly report a pair of coloured letter stimuli. It
is of interest to note, however, that while J.J. was
unable to correctly report the identity of two letter
stimuli presented at even quite long durations (e.g.,
1000 msec), he was nevertheless extremely
accurate at reporting whether one or two stimuli
had been presented. Thus, for stimulus durations of
100 msec J.J. was correct on 86% of trials in
determining whether one or two letter stimuli had
been presented. For stimulus durations of 1000
msec his level of accuracy rose to 94% correct. We
note that this finding raises some doubts with
respect to the proposal that Balint-Holmes patients
only ‘see’ one item when a pair of stimuli are

Fig. 1 – T1-weighted MRI scan of patient J.J. showing
asymmetrical bilateral atrophy predominantly of the parietal
lobes with the damage to the left parietal cortex extending
further into the superior region (indicated by arrows) than is the
case within the right hemisphere.

Fig. 2 – A. Illustration of the visual display used to examine
J.J.’s simultanagnosia. See text for details. B. Results of J.J.’s
visual search. When presented with two coloured letters as
shown in A, J.J. was required to make a manual response
indicating the presence or absence of a target letter e.g., “a ‘red
letter a’”. Note, J.J.’s ability to correctly identify target letters
was very poor at short durations, he made almost no false
positives on target absent trials in which target colour or form
were not present, but he made a number of conjunction errors,
even for long durations, on target absent trials in which target
colour and form were present on different stimuli.



presented. Further data that specifically address this
issue will be reported in detail elsewhere. Figure 2
shows data obtained in a conjunctive visual search
experiment in which J.J. was required to indicate
using a manual keypress response whether a target
letter was present or absent in a display of two
coloured letters. A key finding is the high number
of binding errors made on target absent trials in
which each non-target letter shares a feature in
common with the target for that trial.

Motor Function

Spontaneous eye saccades, when made, were
full, but he had difficulty in fixating targets
voluntarily and his gaze tended to fall 20 degrees
to the right of the midline. J.J. also showed clear
signs of optic ataxia (Jackson et al., 2005b). J.J.
was very accurate when reaching unimanually
towards foveated targets with either hand in either
hemifield and bimanually to targets shoulder-width
apart when he was allowed to foveate the target for
his right hand (Figures 3Ai, 3Bi and 3Ci). In
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contrast he was inaccurate when reaching towards
extra-foveal targets in either hemifield, particularly
with his right hand, both unimanually (Figure 3Aii)
and bimanually (i.e., when looking towards the
target for his left hand; Figures 3Bii and 3Cii). In
all such cases his right hand would be directed
toward the point of fixation, resulting in very large
directional errors. With either limb, misreaching
towards fixation was usually corrected over a series
of trials by means of a strategy. Without visual
feedback of the limb reaching errors persisted
(Figure 4).

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Subjects were seated centrally at a broad table
(78 × 65 cm) with a smooth white surface. A small
(5 mm) tactile marker located 5 cm from the centre
of the leading edge of the table top indicated the
start point for each trial. When the subject’s finger
was on this marker the trial could begin. The
position of the finger was measured by a single
miniBIRD receiver (Ascension Technologies
Corporation, Burlington, VT, USA) attached to the
nail of the index finger. Movements were recorded
at 86.1 Hz and had a spatial resolution of < 1.2
mm. Subjects were instructed to point in one
smooth movement and were advised that the target
would only be visible for a brief period. A 15 cm
wide white board was positioned at shoulder height
so as to restrict vision of the hand at the start point
and during the first half of the movement, but to
allow free movement of the pointing limb. The
target was a green dot (2 cm diameter) projected
onto the white table top via an liquid crystal
display (LCD) projector mounted above the
subject. The start of each trial was signalled by the
onset of the target and a loud computerized beep.
Subjects had 3 sec in which to complete their
movement before target offset. Each subject
performed three blocks of trials in a set order: pre-
test, test and post-test. In the test phase subjects
wore goggles containing 25 dioptre rightward-

Fig. 3 – Ai) unimanual reaches directed towards foveal
targets in ipsilateral space; Bi) unimanual reaches directed
towards extrafoveal targets in ipsilateral space (contralateral
target = point of fixation); Ci) unimanual reaches directed
towards foveal targets in contralateral space; Aii) unimanual
reaches directed towards extrafoveal targets in contralateral
space (ipsilateral target = point of fixation; Bii) bimanual
reaches directed towards targets in ipsilateral space (right target
= point of fixation); Cii) bimanual reaches directed towards
targets in ipsilateral space (left target = point of fixation). Left
handed reaches always started from the left and right handed
reaches always started from the right.

Fig. 4 – Statistical analyses of bimanual reaching data
showing the hand specific effect of gaze direction on reaches
executed by J.J. using his right hand.



deviating Fresnel prisms. They wore no goggles in
the pre- or post-test phases. The goggles were
placed on the subject immediately prior to the start
of the test phase and not removed until
immediately prior to the start of the post-test
phase. Subjects completed 48 trials in each phase
of the experiment, 12 trials to each of four possible
target locations (150 mm left, 50 mm left, 50 mm
right and 150 mm right of the midline and all 250
mm forward of the start point) presented in a
pseudorandom order. A computerized beep sounded
coincident with the projected appearance of the
target and signified the start of the trial.

Control subjects were tested with their right
hand only as the effects of prism adaptation are
well documented and not known to show hand
effects. Because J.J.’s parietal damage was
asymmetrical he was tested with both hands, with
each hand being tested on separate days. This study
was approved by the School of Psychology ethics
committee and was performed in accordance with
the ethical standards laid down in the 1964
Declaration of Helsinki.

RESULTS

The 48 trials in each phase were placed into 6
bins of 8 trials each in the order in which they
occurred. Each bin contained 2 trials from each
target location. For J.J. raw data for each hand
were entered in a 3 × 6 ANOVA with the factors
Phase (Pre-test × Test × Post-test) and Bin (1st ×
2nd × 3rd × 4th × 5th v 6th). For the control group
the mean scores for each bin in each phase were
entered in an identical 3 × 6 ANOVA. Scores were
recorded for the right hand only for the control
subjects. The dependent variable was direction
error (DE) which was calculated as the angle
formed between a straight line drawn from the start
point to the target and a straight line drawn from
start point to movement endpoint. Movement
endpoint was defined as the first frame in which
the tangential velocity of the movement dropped
below 25 mm/sec for five consecutive frames.
Leftward errors were given a negative score and
rightward errors a positive score. To directly assess
the presence of adaptation effects, planned pairwise
comparisons were calculated between pre-test and
test means for Bins 1 and 6. Aftereffects were
assessed by way of planned pairwise comparisons
between pre- and post-test means for Bins 1 and 6.

Inspection of Figure 5a clearly shows the
presence in the control group of the stereotypical
prism adaptation effect and prism aftereffect.
Reaches in the first test bin are significantly less
accurate than reaches in the first pre-test bin, with
errors occurring in the direction of the visual
distortion induced by the prisms [F (1) = 315.774,
p < .0001]. However, by bin 6 test reaches are as
accurate as pre-test reaches [F (1) = 1.016, p >
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.05]. Furthermore, reaches in the first post-test bin
are significantly less accurate than those in the first
pre-test bin [F (1) = 34.004, p < .01], but errors
now occur in the opposite direction to those
observed in the test phase. Once again these error
differences have disappeared by the final post-test
bin [F (1) = .06, p > .05]. This pattern was not
observed for patient J.J. however. He shows neither
an adaptation effect for the left [Bin 1 pre-test vs.

Fig. 5 – Direction error scores (in degrees) for a) control
subjects reaching using their right hands, b) J.J. reaching using
his left hand, and c) J.J. reaching using his right hand in the
three experimental phases: pre-test (no prisms), test (prisms
worn) and post-test (prisms removed). For J.J., each bin contains
the mean of 8 trials (2 to each of 4 target locations) with
standard error bars. For the controls each bin contains the mean
of means with standard error bars.

A

B

C



Bin 1 test: F (1) = 209.319, p < .0001; Bin 6 pre-
test vs. Bin 6 test: F (1) = 118.295, p < .0001], nor
right hand [Bin 1 pre-test vs. Bin 1 test: F (1) =
218.517, p < .0001; Bin 6 pre-test vs. Bin 6 test: F
(1) = 51.568, p < .0001], nor a prism aftereffect for
the left [Bin 1 pre-test vs. Bin 1 post-test: F (1) =
1.311, p > .05; Bin 6 pre-test vs. Bin 6 post-test: F
(1) < .001, p > .05] or right hand [Bin 1 pre-test
vs. Bin 1 post-test: F (1) = .076, p > .05; Bin 6
pre-test vs. Bin 6 post-test: F (1) = .573, p > .05];
see Figures 5b and 5c for left and right hand data
respectively. With both hands, the pattern of
leftward errors in the post-test phase is identical to
that in the pre-test phase.

As this report is based on a single case study it
is important to note that all 6 control subjects
displayed normal prism adaptation effects. All
control subjects had regained full accuracy within
12 trials and all showed very similar rates and
magnitudes of prism adaptation and prism
aftereffect. Relative to control subjects, J.J.’s
performance fell outside 2 standard deviations of
the mean throughout the test phase.

DISCUSSION

As Figure 5a clearly indicates, control subjects
show the typical adaptation effects and adaptation
aftereffects that have been frequently reported in
the literature. Reaches following prism exposure
were initially inaccurate in the direction of the
visual perturbation, but by the second bin of trials
(each bin containing only 8 trials) all control
subjects regained the accuracy observed in the pre-
test condition (before prism exposure). The
controls also showed a clear prism aftereffect: upon
removal of the prisms following adaptation subjects
were at first inaccurate in the direction opposite to
that of the original visual perturbation before
regaining pre-test levels of accuracy by bin 2. This
aftereffect occurred despite the conscious
knowledge that the prisms had been removed and it
demonstrates that a perceptual realignment of the
body schema had taken place. The pattern for J.J.
was entirely different: his pre-test pointing was
relatively accurate (although he tended to err
slightly leftwards initially with his right hand).
When the prisms were applied, however, J.J. made
gross, but consistent, pointing errors in the
direction of the visual perturbation, a misreaching
that persisted despite nearly 50 repetitions. This is
in stark contrast to control subjects who typically
showed complete accuracy after approximately 8-
16 repetitions. Upon removal of the prisms J.J.
reverted immediately to pre-test accuracy levels
showing absolutely no aftereffect. Thus, J.J.
completely failed to adapt to optically displacing
prisms with either hand, something which has only
previously been reported in patients with cerebellar
damage (e.g., Weiner et al., 1983), and has never
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before been seen in a patient presenting with
parietal damage.

The result suggest that the brain structures that
are damaged in J.J.’s bilateral parietal lesions,
including white matter tracts underlying the IPL,
may be crucial for the process of prism adaptation,
but what function in this complex procedure could
they perform? In neurologically intact individuals it
is assumed that any pointing error (e.g., the
discrepancy between limb and target location
brought about by prism displacement) is detected
by some form of ‘neural comparator’ in the brain,
information from which is used to correct reaches
on-line. Disruption using TMS or brain damage to
the PPC can interfere with the normal on-line
correction process that is initiated during reaching
movements made to a perturbed target, and this has
been taken as evidence of the existence of a neural
comparator mechanism in the PPC (Desmurget et
al., 1999; Gréa et al., 2002). Gréa et al. (2002)
described a patient (I.G.) who was unable to make
on-line corrections to reaches towards a target that
changed position at movement onset, despite being
able to perceive and report the direction of the
target jumps. Conscious awareness of the
perturbation is not necessary for normal subjects to
be able to make on-line corrections to target jumps.
Thus, it has been shown that the visual system is
able to detect, and correct for, sudden target jumps
of target location during the execution of a reach
without the subject ever consciously perceiving a
change in target location (Goodale et al., 1986).
Unfortunately, patient I.G.’s eye movements were
not reported in the Gréa et al. (2002) study, so it is
not known whether her eyes responded to the
target jump, as is the case with normal subjects. If
I.G. did not move her eyes to refixate the relocated
target then her reaching errors may simply have
been as a result of reaching towards her original
fixation point like we observe in patient J.J. If I.G.
did move here eyes, but did not correct her reach,
then it suggests that her motor system was unable
to detect or correct the discrepancy between hand
and target locations. It is entirely possible that J.J.’s
“neural comparator” mechanism, or the linkages to
it, are damaged, and as a consequence he is
impaired at prism adaptation because his brain is
unable to compute and correct the instantaneous
discrepancy between hand position and target
location.

This explanation seems unlikely, however, as
J.J. was consciously aware of his misreaching
errors (during the experiment, and also afterwards,
he spontaneously offered the information that he
knew he was not being accurate and that he was
trying/had tried to correct his movements).
Furthermore, it is not clear that J.J. was unable to
make on-line corrections. The hand paths of his
later reaches exhibited a curved tail veering
towards the veridical target location that accounted
for the small trend in improved accuracy seen in



Figures 5b and 5c. The amount of error correction
here was only small as J.J.’s hand was only visible
for the latter part of the reach (standard ‘terminal’
exposure procedure) and would not have allowed
much time for the gross corrections needed to
bring the hand to the target. It is important to note
that the curved tails on J.J.’s hand paths were not
present in early reaches of the post-test condition,
unlike the hand path alterations observed in true
prism adaptation (Clower and Boussaoud, 2000).
This strategic attempt to home in on the target was
not enough to bring about a perceptual realignment
and thus did not result in prism adaptation.

Irrespective of whether J.J.’s “neural
comparator” mechanism is or is not impaired, this
explanation cannot alone account for his failure to
adapt to the optical prisms as on-line correction of
reaching errors may not be necessary or sufficient
for prism adaptation to occur. Instead, prism
adaptation requires that the end-point error from
each inaccurate trial be used to inform the body
schema or motor plan on the next trial. Thus, there
is no reason why an inability to make on-line
corrections should prevent J.J. from using
information about end-point error on one trial to
plan a reach that would take his un-corrected
movement end-point closer to the real position of
the visually-displaced target on the next trial.

In summary, J.J. showed some signs of on-line
correction that suggest that he was able to detect
the discrepancy between hand and target. Even if
he were unable to make on-line corrections this
should not prohibit him from planning and
initiating a more accurate reach on the next trial
given that the perturbation of the target was always
of the same amount and in the same direction.
Thus, while the neural comparator failure
hypothesis might explain J.J.’s inability to
efficiently correct his prism-induced inaccurate
reaches on-line (i.e., during the movement), it
cannot explain why J.J. is unable to correct his
inaccurate reaches on subsequent trials – a crucial
aspect of successful prism adaptation (Kitazawa et
al., 1995). Finally, it is possible that the neural
comparator is intact and although his brain is
aware of a pointing error, it is unable to do
anything about it. Support for such a view might
be found in the optic ataxia literature.

Optic ataxia is frequently interpreted as a
disconnection between brain systems encoding the
location of target objects in space and those
controlling the motor system (Bálint, 1909; Rondot,
1977). However Buxbaum and Coslett (1997)
argue that a single disconnection model cannot
account for all the symptoms of optic ataxia. They
identify two main subtypes of optic ataxia that they
have termed foveal (the inability to reach
accurately towards foveated targets) and non-foveal
(the inability to reach accurately towards
peripherally viewed visual targets) optic ataxia.
Our patient J.J. can reach accurately to foveated
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targets with full visual feedback from the limb but
when using his right hand with restricted visual
feedback he tends to point slightly leftward of the
target. His misreaching, as with many patients
exhibiting optic ataxia, is most apparent however
when reaching towards extra-foveal visual targets,
and he therefore fits into Buxbaum’s and Coslett’s
(1997) non-foveal category of optic ataxics.
Buxbaum and Coslett (1997) suggested that non-
foveal optic ataxia could be construed as a failure
to encode the spatial location of the target relative
to the hand within a limb-centred coordinate
system appropriate to the task demands. The
inability to do this leaves the patient reliant upon
spatial information encoded by undamaged
oculocentric spatio-motor systems resulting in
misreaches directed more towards the direction of
gaze than the target. Two other cases [D.P.
(Buxbaum and Coslett, 1997) and Mrs D. (Carey et
al., 1997)] have, in addition to our patient J.J.
(Jackson et al., 2005a), been reported as being
unable to point to targets occurring away from
their point of fixation.

While Buxbaum and Coslett’s (1997)
suggestion has much to commend it, some aspects
of this account are difficult to reconcile with a
range of recent findings. For instance, one problem
with the this view is that is assumes that there is a
linear and hierarchical progression, via eye-, head-,
and trunk-based coordinate systems, from retinal
input to a supramodal representation of target
location specified in extrinsic coordinates relative
to the shoulder or hand of the reaching limb (i.e.,
extrinsic limb-centred coordinates). By contrast,
recent data indicate that the frames-of-reference
used to plan and control reaching movements may
be highly flexible and dynamically assembled using
multiple coordinate systems to create a hybrid
frame-of-reference that is suited to the specific
demands of a particular task (Jackson, 2001). Most
importantly, a number of psychophysical (e.g.,
Flanders et al., 1992; Vetter et al., 1999)
electrophysiological (e.g., Batista et al., 1999), and
neuropsychological (Jackson et al., 2000;
Rushworth et al., 1997) studies provide converging
evidence to suggest that reaches to visually defined
targets are planned and controlled in oculocentric
coordinates in neurologically-intact individuals,
while reaches without vision (e.g., to posturally
defined targets) may be planned and controlled
largely using intrinsic (postural) limb-centred
coordinates. Such a distinction may account for the
finding that in non-foveal optic ataxics,
misreaching errors are substantively reduced when
reaching to target locations after a 5 sec delay has
been introduced (Milner et al., 1999) or when
reaching without vision to remembered target
locations (Jackson et al., 2005b).

We have argued elsewhere for a rather different
account of the ‘magnetic misreaching’ observed in
non-foveal optic ataxia (Jackson et al., 2005a,



2005b). We suggest that non-foveal optic ataxia
occurs not because individuals are unable to
construct extrinsic limb-based frame-of-reference,
and are thus forced to plan movements in an eye-
based frame-of-reference (Buxbaum and Coslett,
1997), and not because of a breakdown in parietal
mechanisms responsible for integrating spatially
congruent eye and hand information and producing
coordinated eye-hand movements (Battaglia-Mayer
and Caminiti, 2002). Instead, we propose that
misreaching in non-foveal optic ataxia arises
largely from an inability to simultaneously
represent two different visuomotor objects that
must be specified in different frames-of-reference.
That is, the object that is being fixated is likely
represented in oculocentric coordinates while the
reaching movement to an extrafoveal target must
be planned and executed in a different coordinate
system [most likely in intrinsic (postural) limb-
based coordinates]. Within this view, non-foveal
optic ataxia is reminiscent of the simultanagnosia
phenomenon observed in patients with bilateral
parietal lesions (note, patients D.P., Mrs D., and
J.J. all present with a very similar pattern of
bilateral damage). Simultanagnosia can be
described as the inability to represent more than
one object. The spatial representation of multiple
objects or target locations is necessary for accurate
reaching to extrafoveal target locations. It is
important to consider that the objects or targets in
this case need not correspond to real objects, but
simply locations in space, possibly specified in
separate motor coordinate systems. In the case of
extrafoveal reaching, the point of gaze represents
one object or location and the actual target the
second object/location. In this manner non-foveal
optic ataxia reflects far less a failure to bind eye
and hand movements together as it does a failure
to successfully de-couple them so that eye and
limb visuomotor systems may undertake
simultaneously independent actions.

Here we suggest that this account of non-foveal
optic ataxia may provide a plausible explanation of
patient J.J.’s failure to adapt to optical prisms. In
prism-adaptation, despite there being only one
target object, there is a need to de-couple reach
direction from gaze direction to produce spatially
accurate movements. This spatial discrepancy
between eye and hand may be the necessary
training signal required by the cerebellum to update
the current internal model used to maintain spatial
congruency between visual and proprioceptive
maps of peripersonal space. When subjects view a
stimulus through rightward displacing optical
prisms their angle of gaze must be rightward of the
veridical angle to that stimulus in order to fixate it.
Similarly, subjects asked to look straight ahead
through rightward displacing prisms will typically
direct the angle of their gaze to the right of the
midline (Paap and Ebenholtz, 1976). Thus, when
J.J. fixates a target through the prisms in order to
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point to it, his gaze angle is actually deviated to
the right of that target. If, as we know he does, J.J.
has an impairment in his ability to de-couple the
planning and control of his reaching limb from the
visuomotor mechanisms responsible for
maintaining his gaze upon the visual target, such
that he is biased towards or reliant upon an
oculocentric coordinate system, then his angle of
gaze will always specify the target location. In
order to correct for a visual perturbation normal
subjects must, in effect, plan a reach direction that
is incorrect (i.e., to a location away from the angle
of gaze) and in order to do this subjects must be
able to spatially represent more than one target –
the visually-defined (fixated) target and the
proprioceptively-defined target that is specified by
the actual final limb position.

Thus, for J.J. to correct his initial reach
direction error (induced by the prisms) he must
direct his limb to a target location other than that
of the direction of his gaze. In other words, the
motor program for guiding the limb must be de-
coupled from the oculocentric coordinate system in
which the target location/angle of gaze is specified.
Only then can the limb be re-directed to the
extrafoveal target location, specified by the final
limb position, to the left of the visual target that
corresponds to the veridical spatial location of the
visually displaced target. This crucial step, that of
directing the limb away from the naturally
programmed target location, may be what is
required to bring about the process of perceptual
recalibration. Without an induced discrepancy
between the naturally occurring motor programme
(planned in extrinsic coordinates relative to the
perceived target location) and the actually produced
(incorrect) motor programmed (planned in intrinsic
limb-based coordinates relative to the real target
location) the body schema has nothing with which
to realign.

Being unable to decouple his reach direction
from his direction of gaze (i.e., oculocentric
coordinates), J.J. cannot produce the necessary
‘incorrect’ motor plan. Thus it may be that J.J.’s
inability to programme reaches in anything other
than oculocentric coordinates prevents him from
reaching to the real location of the target and as a
consequence realigning his body schema with the
visual perturbation of the prisms. In other words,
because J.J. cannot effectively de-couple reach
direction from gaze direction he fails to develop
spatially accurate reaches while wearing prisms and
also fails to produce a sufficiently discrepant eye-
hand error signal that can be used to train the
cerebellum. As a consequence he also fails to
develop any prism aftereffect.

In summary, we studied a patient with bilateral
damage to the regions of the PPC identified by
Clower et al. (1996) to be involved in the process
of prism adaptation. We demonstrated that he was
unable to adapt to a visual prism shift with either



hand within four times the number of trials
required by normal subjects. We offer a novel
account for the role of the PPC in prism
adaptation: that the reach direction to the veridical
target location, specified in extrinsic limb-based
coordinates, must be decoupled from the reach
direction to the perceived target location, specified
by intrinsic oculocentric coordinates, in order to
produce spatially accurate movements. This spatial
discrepancy between eye and hand may be the
necessary training signal required by the
cerebellum to update the current internal model
used to maintain spatial congruency between visual
and proprioceptive maps of peripersonal space.
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